
CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES - By Steve Griffiths

Part 26 - Ways with wings
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chord varies across the span except on wings that do not taper betvveen
root (where the centreline lies) and tip (as in Fig. 13.1, B]. On tapered
wings, whether with a simple taper, a compound taper. or a curved plan
form, it is usually the case that the root chord is greater than the tip chord.
Occasionally, the maximum chord can be outboard of the root when this is
cut away. as is done sometimes to improve the pilot's view on the full·size
aircraft (Fig. 13.1, E]. Very rarely. wings of inverse taper will be found (Fig.
13.1, F), most likely for experimental purposes. The taper ratio is defined
as that of the tip chord to the root chord and will be less than unity for all
wings except those with constant chord (taper ratio = 1] or inverse taper
[taper ratio > 1). There is another attribute called the Mean Aerodynamic
Chord (MAC]. knowledge of which is a great help in balancing a model so
that it will be controllable or for verifying that the balance point or range
given is sensible and safe, as well as for locating the best pivot point for al~
moving tailplanes. I shall have quite a lot to say about the MAC later on, so
I'll leave it for the time being.

Sometimes you will come across references to aspect ratio (AR], which is
the ratio of the span to the geometric average chord [Aspect Ratio 
span/average chord]. Wings of a high aspect ratio are long and narrow:
those with a low value are short and broad. As a general guide, the higher
the high aspect ratio of the wing, the less agile will be the aircraft, particu
larly in roll: you will see evidence of this in the performance of birds. On a
wing with a simple taper the average chord is easy to measure, being the
chord exactly half way along one panel [I.e. at 1/4 span from the centre
line), or even more easily calculated as (root chord + tip chord) /2; on a
wing of parallel chord. the average chord is that at any point along the wing.
For more complex shapes. the average chord may be difficult to determine.
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Wing Planforms and TermsFigure 13.1

@ Straight taper with cutaway root

Wings
It should be apparent that wings are the most important parts of any air
craft - without them flight would not be possible. If they are weak they may
break under flight loads, and if they are badly formed efficiency will be com
promised, leading to such problems as excessive fuel consumption, a
reduced maximum speed, an increased minimum speed, and erratic and
unpredictable behaviour. It follows that if any parts of a model should receive
more care and attention than any others in their construction and finishing,
those parts are the wings.

Way back in the early parts of the series we looked at some of the com
ponent parts of wings, but it is worthwhile now taking a little time to explain
some additional relevant terminology and discuss some aspects of wings of
all types, before proceeding to describe construction techniques for the sev
eral types of wing that will be met with. Much of what follows applies not
just to wings but equally to tailplanes and fins.

Fl9ure 13.1 shows a number of pairs of wings in plan view. In all cases
the span is the distance between the extreme tips, measured perpendicular
to the centre line. The chord is the distance between the leading and trail
ing edges, measured parallel to the centre line, and it is obvious that the
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so there is an alternative formula that can be used: AR = span x span/wing
area, it often being relatively easy to calculate the area (see later]. While
there are no really firm definitions, an AR of between about six and nine is
considered moderate, and some examples are given in Figure 13.2, where
example D shows that given the area and span. the average chord can be
calculated [avg. chord = area/span). It follows that if the average chord and
span are known. the area can be calculated (area = avg. chord x span). For
purposes of measuring root chord or calculating area. always consider that
that the wing extends inboard to the centreline. of the aircraft and that that
is where the root chord is located (Fig. 13.3). On a tapered wing, it will be
greater than the chord at the side of the fuselage.

t Green arrows show maximum thickness

t Blue arrows show position of maximum camber
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craft. that is to say they show varying degrees of sweep, either backwards
or forwards (Fig. 13.5, A). Although sweep is often obvious, what actually
defines it is not the angle of the leading or trailing edges, but, at least on
wings with a parallel chord or simple taper, the angle of the quarter chord
line (i.e. a line drawn from the root to the tip at 25% of the chord). Thus a
wing that appears to have forward sweep, judging by the angle of the traie
ing edge (Fig. 13.5, SI, may in fact be unswept, or one apparently
unswept according to the leading edge (Fig. 13.5, Cl may in reality be
swept forwards. One aspect of sweep is to influence the range in which the
fore-and-aft balance of a model should be set. This can be calculated or

@ Quarter-chord line straight - no sweep

L~
<9 Quarter-chord line swept forwards - forward sweep

~~i

Besides variations in wing planforms, cross-sections through wings also
take various forms, and are generally called aerofoil sections or just aero
foils. Most are bi-convex, such as that shown in Figure 13.4, A: that is to
say, both upper and lower surfaces curve outwards. This form is often
referred to quite incomprehensibly as "semi-symmetrical", a condition that
cp-oot exist [it's like saying that a wound is sem~fatal, or a female is sem~
J:' ,ant). The straight line drawn from the extreme front of the leading
edge to the very tip of the trailing edge of the aerofoil is known as the chord
line, and the curve drawn between the same points equidistant from the
upper and lower surfaces is called the camber line. When the undersurface
of a b~onvex aerofoil is straight over much if its length, usually from the
trailing edge forwards for more than half the chord (Fig. 13.4, B), it is
referred to as flat-bottomed. Some sections are formed round a camber

line that turns upwards towards the trailing edge, a form known as reflexed
(Fig. 13.4, Cl, and these are particularly beneficial on tailless aircraft. A
variation on the b~onvex aerofoil has a concave section on the undersur
face forwards from the rear (Fig. 13.4, D), and such an aerofoil is
referred to conveniently though somewhat imprecisely as under-cambered,
and what might be seen as an extreme case of this is the thin curved plate
section (Fig. 13.4, E). Jedelsky sections are formed by joining a curved
plate onto the back of a solid front end (Fig. 13.4, F). In a symmetrical
section (Fig. 13.4, G), the chord line and camber line are co-linear: one
common form of the symmetrical aerofoil is the flat plate (Fig. 13.4, H).

Related tel'ms are thickness and camber, values usually expressed as per
centages of the chord A section's thickness is the maximum distance
between upper and lower surfaces, and its camber is the maximum dis
tance between the camber line and the chord line. Different camber lines

and section outlines exhibit different aerodynamic characteristics, but we
don't need to concern ourselves with these here as suitable aerofoils should
have chosen by the designer of the model. The particular relevance of all
these different shapes to the builder, though, is that special construction
techniques are needed for some of them. For example, it is impossible to
put a b~onvex section firmly in contact with the building board across the
whole of its chord. so unless steps are taken to prevent it, it will rock and
be extremely difficult to build: more on that later.

Returning to the plan view, wings are not always "straight across" the air-

Figure 13.5 Wing Sweep
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The method by which tip stalling can be alleviated is to introduce washout
into the wing. Geometrc washout is produced by building in a twist of two
or three degrees or so, that puts the tip at a lower AaA than the rest of
the wing (Fig. 13.8, AI. For best results, the twist should increase pro
gressively from root to tip, though on some compound taper and polyhedral
wings you may find it only in the outboard panels. When making a built-up
wing with geometric washout, some packing will be needed beneath it w
achieve the desired effect (Fig. 13.8, 81. Aerodynamic washout is incorpo
rated by using an aerofoil at the tip that has less camber and thickness
than does the root aerofoil (reducing the camber allows the sectlon to
reach a higher AoA before stalling], and the transition from one to the
other should again be progressive. A wing with aerodynamic washout only
may not need any extra pac.king, although sometimes you will find both
forms incorporatad together. If you are building a model that has a tip chord
less than about 2/3 of the root chord (i.e. taper ration < 0.67), or if the
wing is of a high aspect ratio, you should consider incorporating washout if
the designer has not done so, and the lower the taper ratio, the more
important it might be to do so. If you decide to add washout, I would recom
mend using the geometric form: changing the aerofoil sections along a sig
nificant portion of the span to incorporate aerodynamic washout is unlikely
to be an easy task, even if you have the ability to determine what the tip

ing on the amount of distortion and the airspeed. However, it is appropriate
on occasion to build In a twist on both wings (which must obviously be identi
cal in degree but of the opposita hand) to overcome the phenomenon of tip
stall.

A stall is a generally sudden departure from normal flight, usually resulting
in the nose of the aircraft pitching downwards (Fig. 13.7, Al. and occur
ring when the wing is unable tc produce enough lift tc sustain the weight of
the aircraft. This can happen when the airspeed drops too low, or when the
wing reaches an AoA high enough to cause the airflow over the surface to
become excessively turbulent (Fig. 13.7, Cl, whereupon all 11ftis effectively
lost. A tip stall occurs when the lift at the tip is lost while most of the rest
of the wing is still working, and can cause the aircraft not only to pitch
downwards but also to enter a spin, and if occurring close to the ground
recovery may be impossible. Tip stalls can occur to either side. depending
on which tip has stalled, and can make the behaviour of the aircraft difficul(
to predict.

There are several reasons why a wing tip might stall before the inboard
portion. If the tip is of a lesser chord that the root, as is frequently the
case, the tip aerofoil will be less efficient, and airflow breakaway will occur
sooner. If the aircraft is put into a turn, the tip on the inside of the turn will
have a lower airspeed than that of the rest of the wing [for a given turn
radius, the higher the aspect ratio, the greater will be the speed difference]
making it more likely to stall Finally, if the wing is twisted so that the tlp is
always at a higher AoA than the inboard section of the wing, it is even more
likely to occur. Even on a perfect wing this condition can arise in Right when
the taper ratio of a down-going aileron is greater than that of the wing (Fig.
13.7, DI.
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For purposes of illustration, assume that the greater the angle at which a
wing is presented to the airRow (the angle of attack - AaA], the more lift it
generates - at least for small angles - and therefore if the wings are at dif
ferent angles on opposite sides of the aircraft, one will generata more lift
than the other. This will cause the aircraft to roll, and it is precisely this
effect that is achieved by the use of ailerons: as one goes down, it effective
ly increases that wing's AoA, whilst the other side rising reduces the AoA. It
is important therefore tc ensure that wings are built so that both sides are
as nearly matched as possible in all respects: if one side is warped and
twisted, the aircraft will be difficult to control, the degree of difficulty depend-

~ developed graphically easily enough, but those who use rules-of-thumb such
as "balance on the main spar" or "balance at 25% of root chord" will find
these rules inadequate and potentially dangerous: sweep must be account
ed for properly. As with the selection of aerofoil sections, the safe range of
balance should be determined by designers, but sometimes they get it
wrong, or it is given incorrecdy in the instructions or on the plan, so I would
recommend that you always check it before committing your model to the
air: I will give guidance on this later in the series. Note also that the span is
always measured at right angles to the centreline regardless of whether or
not the wing is swept.

Viewed from the front 01' rear, many wings will be seen to slope upwards
from the centre towards the tips (Fig. 13.6, AI.This angle is known as
dihedral, and acts partly as an aid to stability. For a model on which turning
is controlled solely by a rudder [i.e. where no ailerons are operational) dihe
dral is essential, as without an adequate amount the model will turn either
very slowly or not at all On the other hand, too much dihedral causes the
model to rock constantly, a condition known as "Dutch rolling". If ailerons
are frtted, turns can be made perfectly with no dihedral at all, though a
small amount may still aid stability. Aerobatic models are usually rigged to
have no dihedral so that they are equally stable whether inverted or upright.
Some models. usually gliders, have different amounts of dihedral along the
wing, usually with outboal'd panels mounted at a steeper angle than those
inboard (Fig. 13.6, SI; sLlch a wing is said to have polyhedral. and usually
these changes of dihedral (dihedral breaks) occur at the same place as
panel joints. Occasionally, outboard panels will be at a flatter angle than
those inboard (Fig. 13.6, Cl, and this is known as a gull wing or gull dihe
dral (inverted gull wings are occasionally seen). When the panels slope
downwards away from the centreline (Fig. 13.6, DI, it is called anhedral
and is rarely found except on scale models. Anhedral tends to induce insta
bility unless combined with sweepback, which has the same stabilising effect

\ as does dihedral [10 degrees of sweepback having roughly the same effect
as one degree of dihedral). but works regardless of which way up the air
craft is positioned. However. sweepback has IiWe or no effect on rudder~niti
aeed turns. For purposes of construction, dihedral and anhedral are usually
measured at the undersurface of the wing as this is where suitable blocks
can be placed tc join the panels at the correct angle. However, true aerody
namic dihedral is measured on the chord line, so a wing that tapers in
thickness from root to tip might appear to have dihedral or anhedral
according to the view of the upper or lower surfaces (Fig. 13.6, El. By the
same token, tile true dihedral on a tapered wing is less than that measured
at the undersurface, while true anhedral is greatar.
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Figure 13.8 Washout Figure 13.10 A Typical Biplane
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Wing area
Knowing the area of a wing can be important if you wish to know the wing
loading of your model. Wing loading is a measure of the weight per unit
area (wing loading = all-up weight of model/wing areaJ. In Imperial units it is
usually expressed in ounces per square foot, in metric as grams per square
decimetre. As a rough guide, given two models identical except for their
weights, the one with the higher wing loading [in this case the heavrer one)
will need more power to sustain flight. To support the extra weight, at a
given airspeed the wing will have to operate at a higher AoA, and along with
an increase in lift this also produces an increase in drag which must be
ovencome. Acceleration will be slower with the heavier' model, leading to
longer takEXlff runs or more risk of an immediate stall following a hand
launch. For a glider, requiring more power means that it will need to fly
faster - i.e. descend faster relative to the airsb'eam - and therefore will need

stronger lift to maintain height. An aincraft with a wing loading higher than
that of an otherwise identical one will stall at a highe:- speed (I.e. it Will not
be able to fly as slowly before falling out of the sky) and so will be more at
risk, especially when landing. For a multi-winged aircraft, it is sometimes
appropriate to take the wing area as that which is visible when viewed from
directly above or below, i.e. ignoring any parts of any wing that are over
lapped by others.

To detenTIine the area of a set of wings of simple shape requrres only the
application of a simple formula: Area = [Root chord + Tip chord) /2 x Span.
For more complex shapes, there are several relatively easy methods that
can be employed.

Method 1. If all panels are of constant chord or straight taper (as in Fig.
13.1, C & E), calculate the area of each individually using the formula
above and treating each panel as if one end were the root and the other
the tip. Assuming the wings are symmetrical about the centreline, it is nec
essary only to do one side, when adding the results tDgether and doubling
the sum anrived at gives the total wing area.

Method 2. On squared paper draw an outline of the wing [either port or
starboard only, and to a reduced scale if it is too big to draw full size); the
smaller the squares, the more accurate will be the result, although a small
discrepancy is unlikely to be of any significance so don't be too fussy about

lower wing may have more dihedral than the upper~ and is almost always
rigged at a degree or so greater angle of incidence to avoid compressing
the airflOWbetween them. Wings are linked and the sb'ucture stiffened and
reinfonced by inter-plane struts and wires in various combinations, and an
anrangement of struts holding the upper wing above and free of the fuse
lage is called a cabane. Ailerons may be on any or all pairs of wings.

~
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flight with fuselage in
attitude shown relative
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Some aincraft have more than one pair of wings, usually nearly equal in
size: one with two pairs is a biplane (Fig. 13.10) - although if the lower is
much smaller than the upper it's a sesquiplane; with three (relatively rare),
a triplane, and with four (even rarer], a quadriplane. Aircraft with more than
four pairs of wings are extremely rare indeed. On multi-winged aincraft, it is
quite common to have different planfonTIs on different wings, and to find the
upper wing mounted ahead of the lower. This difference in longitudinal pos~
tion is known as stagger; and occasionally the configuration is reversed,
when the positional difference is termed negative stagger. Typically also the

Packing wedge placed under full length of trailing edge
or under leading edge in opposite direction~-------------------------

seL , should become. and if you are building from a kit. all or most of the
wing ribs provided will need to be replaced.

Do not to confuse the angle of attack with the Angle of Incidence. The for
mer is a dynamic value that changes with the attitude of the aincraft in
flight. while the lattar is a constant angle defined as being that between the
chord line and some arbitrary datum line (Figure 13.9, A). The difference
in angles of incidence between wings and tailplane is called decalage, and is
usually a sma!! negative angle [i.e. the tailplane incidence is less than that of
the wings) or zero. During construction it is important to rig wings and
tailplane at the designed angles of incidence; inconrect decalage will affect
per-formance, and incorrect incidence on the wing will affect the "sit" of the
model in the air. At a given speed, in level flight, the wing will seWe to a
given AaA; if the wing's angle of incidence is inconrect, the attiitude of the
fuselage vvillbe wrong (Figure 13.9, B).
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Wing of unknown area

this. Use the size of the squares to decide what scale is convenient to use:
for example, 1/4 inch squares will each represent one square inch of wing
if it is drawn 1/4 full size, making it easy to work out the true area. If the
squares are much smaller, it may be useful to use them in groups, with
maybe four 1/B inch squares being treated as a single one. Having drawn
the wing, count all the squares that are at least half covered by the wing,
and ignore all those that are less so.

The number you arrive at is now approximately equivalent to the area of
one wing in whatever units each square represents. Drawing at 1/4 scale
on 1/4 inch squares, each square represents one square inch, so a count
of e.g. 20] gives the area of whichever wing you drew as 20] sq. in. and
hence the area of the pair of wings is 40] sq. in. If drawn at 1/2 scale on
1/4 inch squares, each square would represent only 1/4 sq. in. so a
count of 20] would give the area of one wing at only 50 sq. in. making the
tetal wing area 10] sq. in.

Method 3. Draw out the wing to scale as in Method 2, but then draw
over it new leading and trailing edge lines to produce a wing of straight
taper that is as near as it can be made the same area. The new lines
should be drawn so that they cut off protruding portions of the wing but
include areas that are outside the original, in such a way that the total area
cut off approximates to the sum of the new areas included (Fig. 13.11,
Al. Then calculate the area of the new straight-tapered drawing using the
simple formula at the beginning of this topic.

Figure 13.11 Approximating Wing Area

Method 4. This is a variation on Method 3 that gives slightly better accu

racy, whereby instead of approximating the drawing of the whole wing to a
straight taper. it is approximated te a series of straight-tapered panels (Fig.
13.11, Bl, to which Method 1 can then be applied.

Method 5. Take a piece of fairly heavy material such as thick corrugated
cardboard, and cut from it a piece as large as possible whose area you can
work out precisely (a large square or rectangle, for example) and weigh it
on a set of accurate scales. Using the same quality of material, draw out
one wing te scale; the larger the scale that can be managed, the more
accurate will be the result, as before. If you wish to improve accuracy fur
ther, draw out both wings on separate pieces of identical stuff if you do not
have a piece large enough for the pair. Cut out the pieces and weigh them
on the same scales. The area of the wing represented by the cut-out is
than calculated as Wing area = Known Area x [Cut-out weight/Weight of
known area] /(Scale x Scale].

For example, consider a 12 inch square of cardboard weighing four
ounces, and a cut-out weighing three ounces drawn at 1/2 scale. The area
of the wing is calculated as 144 x 3/4 / (1/2 x 1/2J, or 108 /(1/4),
giving a result of 436 sq. in.

Of course, these methods can be used for finding the areas of any objects
that are difficult to determine by other means; fuselages, tailplanes and fins
equally.

For anyone interested in learning more about wings, what they do and
how they work, as well as various other aspects relating to the behaviour of
model aircraft, I can recommend the book "Model Aircraft Aerodynamics"
by Martin Simons, published in 1978 by Argus Press, ISBN 0 85242 441
8. It has since been updated so I don't know whether that ISBN remains
valid.

Draw as straight taper

Make red-shaded losses as nearfy-equal
as possible to green-shaded additions

Draw as compound taper

Wing structures
There are several different wing structures to be described in the next few
instalments, and I shall approach them one at a time. I believe the best one
with which to start is the foam wing, which is arguably the most common
form. It is usually skinned with veneer or balsa, sometimes with paper, and
sometimes with glass-cloth, either in conjunction with one of the foregoing
materials or by itself.

The second most common form is the built-up arrangement of ribs and
spars. with balsa sheeting either extending from the leading edge back to
the main spar, or covering the whole wing. In R/C modelling. it is unusual to
find built-up wings with no sheet covering at all except on very lightweight
models with low flying speeds: such wings are prone co bend, twist and flut·
ter under heavier flight loads, although if covered correctly can be accept·
able in the right flight regime. As it happens, this form is produced In the
same way as is the substructure for a sheeted wing, so in fact both will be
dealt with tegether.

Solid balsa and Depron wings are met occasionally, and for the right type
of model offer a fairly easy and quick way to produce these essential items,
although almost by definition the size of wing for which this structl',-e is suit·
able is fairly limited unless weight is of no consequence. A variation on the
solid wing is the Jedelsky form (presumably named after its inventor), com
paratively rare iFlR/C but still used from time to time, generally in light·
weight ,or small models .•
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